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A Synset-Based Recommender Method
for Mixed-Initiative Narrative World

Creation

Mijael R. Bueno Perez(B) , Elmar Eisemann , and Rafael Bidarra

Delft University of Technology, Delft, The Netherlands
{M.R.BuenoPerez,E.Eisemann,R.Bidarra}@tudelft.nl

Abstract. A narrative world (NW) is an environment which supports
enacting a given story. Manually creating virtual NWs (e.g. for games
and films) requires considerable creative and technical skills, in addi-
tion to a deep understanding of the story in question. Procedural gen-
eration methods, in turn, generally lack in creativity and have a hard
time coping with the numerous degrees of freedom left open by a story.
In contrast, mixed-initiative approaches offer a promising path to solve
this tension. We propose a mixed-initiative approach assisting an NW
designer in choosing plausible entities for the locations, where the story
takes place. Our approach is based on a recommender method that uses
common and novel associations to narrative locations, actions and enti-
ties. Our method builds upon a large dataset of co-occurrences of disam-
biguated terms that we retrieved from photo captions. Building on this
knowledge, our solution deploys entity (un)relatedness, offers clusters of
semantically and contextually related entities, and highlights novelty of
recommended content, thus effectively supporting the designer’s creative
task, while helping to stay consistent with the story. We demonstrate our
method via an interactive prototype called TaleForge. Designers can
obtain meaningful entity suggestions for their NWs, which enables guided
exploration, while preserving creative freedom. We present an example
of the interactive workflow of our method, and illustrate its usefulness.

Keywords: Narrative world · Recommender method · Authoring
tool · Mixed initiative · Synset vectors

1 Introduction

Narrative Worlds (NW) are environments designed to support enacting a given
story [2]. In the fast-paced industry of games and films, NWs are becoming
more realistic and complex in nature. NW designers need new techniques and
workflows to rapidly explore their creative ideas while preserving story consis-
tency and integrity. Tools such as the game engines Unity or Unreal Engine have
become increasingly popular for the creation of virtual worlds in form of game
levels or virtual film production. Yet, these tools lack any narrative understand-
ing and leave designers with full creative responsibility.
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Procedural content generation (PCG) techniques support designers in
automating the generation of specific types of content [29]. PCG methods often
involve a trial and error process due to their stochastic nature, and their frequent
lack of intuitive control [1]. Also, most PCG methods fail to accurately capture
the creative intent of a designer, as well as to properly combine and harmonize
their generative process with other types of content [14], e.g., a story. In con-
trast, mixed-initiative approaches have proven to support designer creativity in
different domains [7]. Mixed-initiative methods combine the strengths of PCG
approaches with the input of a human designer, often in an iterative process.
Thus, rather than randomly generating content, mixed-initiative methods try
to adapt to the creative intent and methodology of a designer, following their
chosen directions, preferences and choices.

Due to the complexity of NWs and their strong dependency on a story, a
mixed-initiative approach can use both the story and choices of a designer to
provide suggestions throughout the creation process. In this paper, we propose
a mixed-initiative approach to assist a designer in choosing appropriate entities
for an NW. Our approach is based on a recommender method that uses the story
and designer guidance to suggest entities based on learned real-world associa-
tions. Our method takes into account narrative locations and actions as well as
additional entities chosen by the designer.

At its core, our method relies on an embedding of synset vectors. A synset
is a set of synonyms that share a common meaning. The embedding encodes
their contextual associations. This representation is similar to word vectors but
instead of using words, we use previously disambiguated terms annotated with
synsets from WordNet

1. We learned these synset vectors by extracting the
co-occurrences of synsets found in photo captions obtained from Shutterstock
and by using the unsupervised learning algorithm GloVe [20]. A vector repre-
sentation allows us to perform several operations such as relatedness/similarity
search, vector negation for unrelatedness and hierarchical clustering. In addi-
tion, a synset representation allow us to take advantage of WordNet’s seman-
tic knowledge for categorization and highlighting novelty over the recommended
content. With our solution TaleForge, designers can easily populate NWs with
relevant entities with little effort, while maintaining creative control.

2 Related Work

In this section, we examine mixed-initiative approaches, as well as strategies to
encode contextual associations, as they form the basis of our solution.

Mixed-Initiative Content Creation. A mixed-initiative approach is based
on a human-computer collaboration paradigm; a creative dialogue to co-create
content [7,27,34]. Sketchaworld facilitates non-technical users to create com-
plete 3D worlds through the integration of procedural techniques [30]. Tana-
gra uses human-computer collaboration to produce levels of a 2D platformer

1
WordNet is an open lexical database of synsets, wordnet.princeton.edu.

http://wordnet.princeton.edu
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by respecting user-specified constraints [31]. Sentient Sketchbook assists in
the creation of maps for strategy or roguelike games by providing suggestions to
a designer and improving upon their choices with novelty search [15]. Ropossum

helps users to create and test puzzle levels by using grammatical evolution [26].
Linden et al. generate dungeons that fulfill high-level designer-specified gameplay
requirements [16].

Other work has focused on mixed-initiative story authoring. Wide Ruled is
an interactive interface that generates stories based on author’s specified story
world and goals [28]. WritingBuddy aims to help authors with the generation
of story beats and actions by using the social simulation engine Ensemble

[24]. TaleBox is a game that supports players to collaboratively create stories
[5]. It uses GluNet, a semantic knowledge base that integrates several lexical
databases for commonsense reasoning of narratives [12].

Only little work has focused on using a story as a basis for assisting an NW
designer [13], and no solution has examined our goal: suggesting and supporting
the exploration of suitable entities for an NW. GameForge is a PCG method
that helps a designer to create NWs for computer role-playing games by using a
genetic algorithm that balances story requirements, designer control and player
preferences [10]. The designer controls the algorithm by setting adjacency proba-
bilities between narrative locations. ScriptViz assists writers by executing their
screenplays in real time with computer graphics [17]. It conveys a scene, with a
location, camera position, characters and their poses.

Word Vectors for Contextual Associations. Hand-crafted semantic knowl-
edge has been extensively used for expanding story-world domains [21,22]. In this
paper, we extract semantic knowledge from automatically learned contextual
associations among locations, objects and actions described in photo captions,
which allows us to support a designer in their task of choosing NW content. For-
tunately, word vector models have been effectively used for learning these asso-
ciations. Obj-GloVe bridged language and vision by learning word vectors for
common visual objects [33]. ViCo learned visual co-occurrences between objects
and attributes in annotated photos [9] and vis-w2v learned co-occurrences of
visual cues (e.g., objects, actions) from abstract scenes [11]. In addition, some
models provide novel associations due to their ability to capture high-order rela-
tions (e.g., frisbee related to ball, due to frisbee to dog and dog to ball) [25].

3 Mixed-Initiative Approach

In this section, we describe the basis of our mixed-initiative approach, as well as
its interactive workflow, both illustrated in Fig. 1.

First, assume that an NW designer has a working space (e.g., game engine
or level editor) that allows to create virtual locations for an NW; we refer to
this as NW canvas. We improve the designer’s workflow with a recommender
method, which also supports exploration. Our method suggests plausible enti-
ties for an NW based on common and novel associations to narrative locations,
actions and other entities. Similar to a screenplay, the designer first selects a
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Fig. 1. A proposed interactive workflow for our mixed-initiative approach. We arbi-
trarily chose the steps shown in this illustration.

particular scene of the story and an NW canvas is shown with the location’s
layout of the scene; the recommender then suggests entities associated only to
the location. The designer iteratively adds, removes and arranges entities by
exploring recommendations or searching for specific content. The designer walks
through each plot point or selects entities to further guide the recommender. At
this point, the recommendations are based on the location, action and selected
entities. The designer can select additional features to guide the exploration pro-
cess. In the following subsections, we describe in detail the main components of
our approach.

3.1 Story Elements, Structure and Representation

Our approach focuses on representing the lexical elements (terms in a vocabu-
lary) and structure of a story. In a broad sense, a story can be seen as a sequence
of events involving particular entities and their relations. We use the concept of
entity to refer to the lexical and physical elements specified in the story and exist-
ing in the NW. An entity can be abstract (e.g., love) or concrete (e.g., desk).
In addition, we adopted the hierarchy of two basic elements of a screenplay:
scene and action. A scene is a story unit describing the particular location and
sequence of actions at a specific time. A location refers to the particular space of
the scene; it can be the interior or exterior of a room (e.g., bedroom), natural
area (e.g., lake), or other. The time describes the point of the day (e.g., day,
night, etc.) that hints about, for example, the potential illumination required for
the location during the scene. An action describes what a character does in a
given moment of the scene, as well as the involved entities. It can refer to a char-
acter (e.g., man) performing a certain activity (e.g., play tennis) and interacting
with certain physical objects (e.g., racquet) and other characters (e.g., boy).
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We represent an action and its involved entities by means of a plot point (pp);
a semantically-coherent structure which describes an important event of a story.
The argument structure of a plot point is determined by the verb of an action
(e.g., eat, give) and involved entities, each slot denoted by a semantic role (SR).
SR names can be customized to provide clarity about the role an entity has in
the plot point. A general structure of the plot point representation with N slots
is as follows:

[SLOT-0]SR0
Subject

[SLOT-VERB]
Verb

[SLOT-1]SR1
Direct Object

... [SLOT-N]SRn
...

The number of slots and their corresponding SRs depend on the common argu-
ment structure of a verb. In our approach, we used the argument structure of
verbs and SRs already provided by the hand-crafted lexical-semantic resource
VerbAtlas

2 [8]. To illustrate our representation, consider a story with a scene
happening in a living room in the evening, with this sequence of two plot points:

S1. [INT.]
Space

[LIVING ROOM]
Location

- [EVENING]
Time

pp1. [Bob]Agent

Subject
[Give]
Verb

[Pizza]Theme

Direct Object
[Sally]Recipient

Indirect Object

pp2. [Sally]Agent

Subject
[Eat]
Verb

[Pizza]Patient
Direct Object

The first line is a scene description S1, followed by the two plot points, pp1
and pp2. In pp1, give is used as a transitive verb of three argument slots: the
subject Bob is the Agent who initiates the action, the direct object Sally is
the Recipient, and the indirect object pizza is the thing being transferred as
Theme. In pp2, eat is used as a transitive verb of two argument slots; the subject
Sally is the Agent who performs the action, and the direct object pizza is the
thing affected as Patient.

3.2 Narrative World Content

An NW can have several locations, each of them decorated with physical entities
that are coherent with associations suggested by a story [2]. We identify two
types of NW content: explicit content and plausible content. The explicit content
consists of every entity specified in a plot point. For example, in “Bob drinks
coffee”, coffee must exist in the location to support the action drink. In contrast,
plausible content is every entity that potentially fits in the location, but their
implicit nature is more of an open question. These entities might be required
or only serve as decoration for the location. Traditionally, designers determine
plausible content based on their own creative experience. Our method assists
designers with suggestions based on the following learned associations:

• Location-centric associations. The entities associated to a location, e.g., bed,
closet and alarm clock are commonly found in a bedroom.

2
VerbAtlas provides semantically coherent structures of verbs, see verbatlas.org.

http://verbatlas.org
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• Action-centric associations. The entities associated to an action/activity, e.g.,
tv and popcorn found when watching a movie.

• Object-centric associations. The entities associated with an object, e.g., pen
to paper, tennis racquet to tennis ball, etc.

• Character-centric associations. The entities stereotypically associated to a
character, like film director to movie camera, doctor to stethoscope, etc.

Plausible content can vary depending on the combination of location, action
and even other entities involved. For example, entities during sleep vary if the
location is a mountain or bedroom. On a mountain, sleep might suggest tent and
sleeping bag. In contrast, sleep in a bedroom, might result in bed and mattress.

3.3 Learning Synset Vectors

Learning common and novel associations for recommending NW content given
narrative locations, actions and entities is a challenging problem. If we assume
that these associations resemble what co-occurs in the real world, then we can
rely on many exemplars to cover the vast number of cases. To address this, we
looked into textual knowledge found on the web, assuming that co-occurrence
data within photo captions are a good basis for learning the aforementioned
associations. We represented this co-occurrence data as an embedding of synset
vectors, which allowed several vector operations for suggesting NW content.

Photo Captions Dataset. We created a dataset based on the photo captions
and keywords provided by users of stock photography services. We found that in
this way we could include a vast number of real-world associations. We extracted
99.7 million photo captions by using the Shutterstock API service3.

Synset Representation. We identify entities as synsets instead of as words.
A synset is a set of synonyms with shared meaning. Lexical databases such
as WordNet and BabelNet, contain a rich glossary of synsets and semantic
knowledge for defining their meaning [18,19]. We used WordNet and identified
a synset entry with a WordNet ID, composed of a letter for part of speech (e.g.,
n for noun) followed by 8 digits (e.g., n02958343 for a car synset).

Dataset Preprocessing. We preprocessed the dataset by removing or replac-
ing characters that were not alphanumeric, tokenizing single-word (e.g., cat) and
multi-word (e.g., tennis ball) expressions, and tagging words with a WordNet

ID by using the adapted lesk algorithm for word sense disambiguation [3]. This
algorithm compares the context (a photo caption) of a target word with Word-

Net’s semantic knowledge of candidate synsets to determine a plausible synset
for the word. Then, we extracted a dependency tree of each caption by using
python’s spaCy4. A dependency tree is a hierarchic representation of the syntac-
tic structure of a sentence. From this, we captured verb and direct object as a
3 see api.shutterstock.com
4 spaCy has pre-trained models, which perform many NLP tasks (see spacy.io).

http://api.shutterstock.com
http://spacy.io
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bigram term of an action/activity, e.g., play tennis is tagged with WordNet

IDs of play and tennis separated by a semicolon v01072949:n00482298. In
total, we tagged 3.75 billion tokens (an average of 38 tokens per caption).

Vocabulary and Co-occurrences. We extracted a vocabulary of all synsets
V available in the dataset and kept only synsets that occur over 10 times. Our
vocabulary contains 470,577 terms: 78,400 unigram WordNet IDs and 392,177
bigram WordNet IDs for actions/activities. Then, we aggregated the pair-
wise co-occurrences of all synsets within each photo caption to the global co-
occurrences counts Xij . We captured 457.2 million of such co-occurrence pairs.

GloVe Formulation. GloVe is a widely used unsupervised learning algorithm
for learning word vectors [20]. It uses a log-bilinear model to optimize the d -
dimensional embeddings wi ∈ R

d by using the non-zero co-occurrence counts
Xij in the following objective:

J =
V∑

i,j=1

f(Xij)(wT
i wj + bi + bj − log Xij)2 (1)

We optimized a single embedding layer for both wi and wj instead of an
additional embedding layer for the context vectors w̃j . This should not make
a difference due to the symmetry in the objective, ideally both embeddings
should be identical [9]. In addition, the original formulation [20] uses a weighting
function f(Xij), but offers just an empirical motivation for it; instead, we use
f(Xij) = 1. With these simplifications, we did not observe any impact on the
quality of our synset vectors. We learned and tested synset vectors of different
d -dimensions: 50, 100, 200 and 300 dimensions.

3.4 The Recommender Method

Our mixed-initiative approach is powered by a recommender method able to
compute and deploy related entities by using several vector and WordNet

operations. In this subsection, we discuss the different components of the rec-
ommender, such as input/output and operations (see Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. Schematic of inputs/outputs of the recommender.
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The Narrative Query. We define a narrative query as a set of synsets Q =
{q1, q2, ..., qn} that prompt the recommender to output a set of k most related
synsets R = {r1, r2, ..., rk}. The argument k is set by the designer to control
the number of results. A narrative query is formed by extracting the synsets of
location, action and designer-selected entities (e.g. in the plot point or already
placed in the NW canvas). If the plot point involves a direct object, the narrative
query includes a combined term for verb and direct object; if, however, the
combined term does not exist in our vocabulary, only the verb is included in Q.

Relatedness/Similarity Search. This search operation is based on the
assumption that similar or related terms appear closer together for a certain
distance metric in a semantic vector space. We use the cosine similarity score
cos ( �A, �B) as a quantifiable measure of similarity between two synset vectors
with values between 1 (similar directions) and −1 (opposite directions). Then,
we compute the angular cosine distance ϕdist of values from 0 to 1 to respect
the notion of similarity based on closeness:

ϕdist( �A, �B) =
arccos (cos ( �A, �B))

π
cos( �A, �B) =

�A · �B

‖ �A‖‖ �B‖ (2)

We obtain a set of related entities R by computing the average angular dis-
tance ϕ̄ of each synset vector �vj in the vocabulary V to every synset vector �qi

in the narrative query Q:

ϕ̄dists(Q,V ) = {ϕ̄ ∈ R : ϕ̄ =
1

|Q|
∑

�qi∈Q

ϕdist(�qi, �vj), ∀�vj ∈ V } (3)

Then, we sort the result according to the average angular distances ϕ̄dists and
select the k entities with the smallest distances.

Narrative Query Weighting. We determined that computing related enti-
ties by considering narrative query terms qi of equal importance is not an opti-
mal approach. The designer might be interested in controlling the association
strength of location, action or selected entities. Thus, we propose a control-
lable weighting scheme with three possible weight values: the location weight wl,
action weight wa and selection weight we. We empirically set wl = 0.5, wa = 0.7
and we = 1 by default. These values are included in a set W = {w1, w2, ..., wn},
where wi ∈ W corresponds with the position of its query term qi ∈ Q. We
expand Eq. (3) to compute weighted averaged distances ϕ̄w with W as follows:

ϕ̄dists(Q,W, V ) = {ϕ̄w ∈ R : ϕ̄w =
∑n

i=1wi ϕdist(�qi, �vj)∑n
i=1 wi

, ∀�vj ∈ V } (4)

Vector Negation for Unrelatedness. The designer can provide a negative
query as a set of synsets Q− = {q−

1, q
−
2, ..., q

−
n} that must appear unrelated to the
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results, analogous to a boolean NOT query (e.g. animal NOT bird). Thus, we
perform vector negation as Q NOT Q− to extract a subspace Q+ of vectors that
has no features in common with Q− [32]. We obtain �q +

i ∈ Q+ by subtracting the
vector projections of all synset vectors �q −

j ∈ Q− on each �qi ∈ Q:

Q+ = {�q +
i ∈ Q+ : �q +

i = �qi −
∑

�q−
j∈Q−

�qi · �q −
j

||�q −
j ||2

�q −
j , ∀�qi ∈ Q} (5)

We replace Q for Q+ in Eq. (4) as ϕ̄dists(Q+,W, V ) and retrieve the top k
entities with shortest distance. Interestingly, this feature can be used to neutral-
ize common human subjective biases (e.g., gender and cultural biases) prone to
be found in models learned from text corpora [4].

Hierarchical Clustering. We observed that recommended entities belong to
meaningful clusters, which reflect similarity or contextual relatedness; for exam-
ple, several types of animals for a forest. To this extent, we present the recom-
mended content clustered, using a set of labels L = {l1, l2, ..., ln} that associate
a cluster number to each recommended entity ri ∈ R. To determine clusters, we
used the agglomerative clustering algorithm to iteratively fuse clusters (start-
ing from clusters containing a single entity) based on a distance measure (link-
age) between clusters [6]. We chose the complete-linkage5 criterion; the distance
between two clusters is the maximum pairwise distance between their entities:

ϕdist(Ca, Cb) = max{ϕdist(�ai,�bj) : �ai ∈ Ca,�bj ∈ Cb} (6)

We chose this criterion due to the tendency to form smaller, compact clusters.
The optimal clusters are determined via the silhouette coefficient [23]: a value
from −1 (bad fit) to 1 (good fit) which measures the quality of the clusters in
terms of how good each entity fits in its own cluster. Given the mean intra-cluster
distance ai and the mean nearest-cluster distance bi, we compute the coefficient
si for each entity and the average coefficient s̄ as follows:

si =
b̄i − āi

max(āi, b̄i)
s̄ =

1
|R|

|R|∑

i=1

si (7)

We further constrain clusters by only considering the steps where their size
is below the maximum threshold Tmax = 3 to ensure compact clusters. For
convenience, we sort clusters in ascending order by the average of the score
obtained with Eq. (4) for entities �cj in each cluster Ck ∈ C:

ϕ̄cdists(Q,W,C) = {ϕc ∈ R : ϕc =
1

|Ck|
∑

�cj∈Ck

ϕ̄dists(Q,W,Ck), ∀Ck ∈ C} (8)

5 For hierarchical clustering visit nlp.stanford.edu/IR-book/completelink.html

http://nlp.stanford.edu/IR-book/completelink.html
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WordNet Categorization. The designer might be interested in exploring cer-
tain categories of entities (e.g., plants for forest, furniture for bedroom, etc.).
Fortunately, WordNet allows us to create custom sets of synsets Vc ⊂ V based
on lexnames and hyponyms of synsets. A lexname is one of 45 tags for each
synset in WordNet (e.g., noun.animal, noun.plant, etc.) and hyponyms are
less generic synsets below a synset’s semantic tree, for example, car and motor-
cycle are hyponyms of vehicle. We can perform any previous operation with a
custom set Vc instead of the whole vocabulary V . To showcase this feature, we
created custom sets for artifact, tool, furniture, food, substance, plant, etc.

Novelty Highlighting. We highlight novelty of a recommended entity based
on a novelty score that measures how new the entity is for the current location.
First, we compute a dictionary of counts X : H → V of WordNet’s hypernyms
and hyponyms H of all synsets of entities ei ∈ E placed in the location. Then, we
obtain gi ∈ G as the log10 of sum of counts X(h) of only intersecting hypernyms
and hyponyms h ∈ (Hi ∩ H) of the synset of a recommended entity ri ∈ R.
We use log10 to smooth out the influence of large counts. Lastly, we calculate a
novelty score zi ∈ Z with min-max normalization in reverse order of G to get
values from 0 (least novel) to 1 (most novel):

G = {gi ∈ R : gi = log10

∑
X(h)

h∈(Hi∩H)

} Z = {zi ∈ R : zi =
max(G) − gi

max(G) − min(G)
, gi ∈ G}

(9)

4 Interactive Prototype

We implemented TaleForge, an interactive prototype to showcase our mixed-
initiative approach. For this, we use a story of three scenes in three locations: a
forest, beach, and tavern; see Fig. 3. The story is about a pirate stranded in an
uninhabited island. The pirate performs several actions to survive, and finds a
treasure while trying to repair his ship. Eventually, he ends up celebrating in a
tavern, plays a game against the barkeeper and gives his treasure away. Assume
that a designer is looking for inspiration to further design an NW for this story.

Fig. 3. The story “Once upon a time, a pirate...”: with 3 plot point per scene/location.
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Fig. 4. TaleForge, an interactive prototype of our mixed-initiative approach.

In Fig. 4, we show three main panels of TaleForge: the entities panel, scenes
panel and canvas panel. In the entities panel, the designer searches for entities,
obtains recommendations and configures the recommender by setting categories,
weights, number of results, clustering and an unrelatedness bin for NOT queries.
An entity appears with a name, icon6, category color and description when
hovering over it. The novelty of a recommended entity is visualized as a lighter
(more novel) to darker (least novel) background. In the scenes panel, the designer
sees every scene of the story and selects one for editing the location’s layout. In
the canvas panel, the designer creates a location by placing entities into cells of
the canvas. The designer can select individual plot points and entities to guide

6 Entities’ icons are populated automatically from thenounproject.com

http://thenounproject.com
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Fig. 5. Designer’s workflow while creating an NW for “Once upon a time, a pirate...”.

the recommender. The front end of TaleForge was implemented in Unity, and
the recommender method is served by a Python’s flask API.

In Fig. 5, we show the recommender’s output at various steps of the designer’s
workflow, together with the final layouts of the locations for our showcase story.
To explain the designer’s workflow, consider the first scene S1 as an example.
Here, the designer creates a layout for a forest. When selecting this scene, a plot
points menu (top) and an empty NW canvas (bottom) is shown. The designer
adds entities by searching for them and dragging/dropping them. Further, it is
possible to paint on the canvas, e.g., to place several trees, by selecting the object
and moving the mouse over the canvas, while holding the mouse button pressed.
The recommender is prompted when interacting with any element. At first, it
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only considers entities related to the location (the forest). The designer selects
the category plant and adds recommended entities like pine trees and bushes.
When entities are added to the canvas, the novelty scores are updated, thus,
recommended entities such as bark, trunk and lichen appear lighter (more novel).
The designer can enforce a different output of the recommender by changing the
narrative query weights or using the unrelatedness bin. The designer prompts
the recommender by selecting a pine tree and lowers the weight of the location to
put more emphasis on the selected object, causing pinecone to appear in the top
results. Next, the designer might be interested in entities that are not related to
tree, so the designer drags and drops tree into the unrelatedness bin and activates
clustering. Consequently, the recommender suggests and groups different types
of mushrooms.

The designer selects a plot point to consider the influence of an action. In
pp1, the designer selects the category animal to add animals in the location
for finding food. The output shows different birds which might not be interesting
for the designer. Thus, the designer drags and drops bird to the unrelatedness
bin and activates clustering to obtain groups of animals unrelated to bird, like
chipmunk, squirrel, deer, and so on. In pp2, the designer selects the category
artifact and substance to find entities related to making a fire, such as
wood, firewood, axe, and others. In pp3, the recommender outputs entities for
preparing food, however, these are common cooking utensils and might not be
interesting enough for a story, where a pirate is involved. Thus, the designer
selects pirate from the plot point and discovers caldron in the recommendations.

Figure 5 presents similar designer workflows for Scenes S2 and S3.

5 Conclusion

We have introduced a novel mixed-initiative approach based on a recommender
method that assists designers throughout the creation of a narrative world (NW)
for a given story. Our method discovers and suggests NW content based on
previously-learned common and novel associations to current narrative locations,
actions and entities. Our method provides several vector and WordNet opera-
tions that further expand the creative exploration of a designer. In addition, we
have shown the usefulness of our approach through TaleForge, an interactive
prototype that assists a designer with recommendations of entities for an NW.

Bringing mixed-initiative approaches into the workflows of NW designers can
significantly improve the consistency between stories and NWs. The design of
procedural tools to simplify artistic and technical tasks, as well as solutions to
enhance designers exploration, are considered very important and challenging
endeavours. However, there is a strong lack of research work on using a compu-
tational narrative as a basis for assisting NW designers. We believe this work
provides a valuable step to a more complete NW authoring tool.
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